The transcription factor Cux2 marks development of an A-delta sublineage of TrkA sensory neurons.
The developmental process and unique molecular identity between the many different types of dorsal root ganglion (DRG) sensory neurons generated during embryogenesis provide the cellular basis for the distinct perceptual modalities of somatosensation. The mechanisms leading to the generation of different types of nociceptive sensory neurons remain only partly understood. Here, we show that the transcription factor Cux2 is a novel marker of sensory neuron subpopulations of three main sublineages as defined by the expression of neurotrophic factor receptors TrkA, TrkB and TrkC. In particular, it is expressed in a subpopulation of early TrkA(+) neurons that arise during the early, Ngn1-independent initiated neurogenesis in the DRG. Postnatally, Cux2 marks a specific subtype of A-delta nociceptors as seen by expression of TrkA and NF200 but absence of TrpV1. Analysis of Cux2 mutant mice shows that Cux2 is not required for specification of Trk(+) neuronal subpopulations. However, Cux2 mutant mice are hypersensitive to mechanical, but not to heat or cold stimuli, consistent with a requirement in the process of specification of the mechanoreceptive neuron circuit. Hence, our results show that Cux2 is expressed and may participate in development of a specific subtype of myelinated TrkA(+) nociceptors.